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WE LOVE FMD.
SO SHOULD
YOU.

Fashion is ever so empowering and one of the great joys of producing a magazine like
loveFMD, is having the ability to promote the people you believe in. Every time we start
planning our next issue, I am reminded of our beginnings. From its launch one year ago,
as an innovative and creative experiment, focusing on concepts and ideas that we lack
in fashion, the loveFMD magazine has evolved with a unique and differentiated versatile
conception that has ranged from the “printal” and hi-tech-tagged interactive covers to the
now third issue, which I would call a very special publication.

The start of a new season brims with excitement and what better way for loveFMD to
welcome Fall/Winter 2015 than with an issue that doesn’t only bring new features and editorials, but furthermore shows our appreciation for trends
and love of style, exclusively by our own productions and our eager fashion editors.
As a highlight you will find that our new “magazine featuring” paves the way for outstanding and extraordinary publications to add their special
creative touch to our glossy. This break of style is what we believe makes the magazine unequalled. A case in point, for which we had the honor
to feature the world-famous VICE Magazine with its marvelous Creative Direction lead by Markus Lust, resulting in a successfully framed “Fashion
as seen by VICE” editorial. The VICE-seasoned editorial shares the vision of this new editorial-meets-social flavor that connects the dots between
society and youth by offering a new concept to portray fashion in a way that showcases problematical everyday situations and public topics. All in all, a cut above.
Tako Natsvlishvili, our cover star requires zero explanation. The sixteen-year-old Georgian model
who just signed with top agency Next Model Management in New York, has built up an impressive catwalk portfolio palling around runways having worked for some of the world’s most famous
brands, like Louis Vuitton, Dolce & Gabbana, Christian Dior and Calvin Klein.
There are also two editorials that I particularly like because of their intriguing photographs, first a
wonderful editorial that was shot with photographer Marie-Louis Cadosch in the luxurious Badrutt’s
Palace in the Alpine St. Moritz in Switzerland as well as the “Bird is the Word” lingerie editorial with
UK-based photographer Stefano Brunesci, shot in the unique Sans Souci Hotel in Vienna, round up
this Fall/Winter edition.
On the contextual side, I want to recommend an outstanding in-depth piece about YSL’s creative director Hedi Slimane and a business story about Diesel’s mastermind Renzo Rosso. Finally, make sure
to check out our interview with German photographer Stefan Imielski, who has worked with models such as Bar Refaeli and Ana Beatriz Barros.
As you embark on your fashion adventures, let loveFMD be your guide to the best that is there. Welcome to fall – it’s going to be a fabulous season.
With much love,
Iva Mirbach
&
Your loveFMD Team

social

facebook.com/fashionmodeldirectory
twitter.com/fmd1_com
pinterest.com/thefmd
instagram.com/lovefmd
lovefmd.tumblr.com
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The Genius Of Hedi
Slimane
Designer, Photographer, Multitudinous Créateur, there is no denying that Hedi
Slimane is arguably in a league of his own. He‘s been credited with revolutionizing
men‘s fashion and can lay claim to defining much of the wardrobe of 21st-century
men. He‘s worked as both a designer and creative director at some of the biggest
fashion houses in the world, such as Yves Saint Laurent and Christian Dior. He‘s
published several books on photography. He has even designed album covers
for artists like Phoenix, Daft Punk and Lady Gaga and has contributed to top
fashion magazines including Vogue and Vanity Fair.
by Clinton Gonsalvez

In the past few years, Slimane
has been called “the single most
influential men’s designer of this
Century” with his designs not only copied
on other runways but other houses
adopting versions of his whole strategy.
Change always tends to incite controversy
and his work has been applauded as well
as panned by observers of the fashion
world. Since he took the mantle of Yves
Saint Laurent, nearly every decision he’s
made has been subject to intense debate
even more so after he changed the name
of Yves Saint Laurent to Saint Laurent Paris
as part of his makeover for the label. In
2011, he banned the influential New York
Times fashion critic Cathy Horyn from
debut shows because of an article in which
she commented that his slim tailoring and
street casting had a root in the earlier work
of Raf Simons. In 2012, Slimane severed a
15-year relationship with Parisian boutique
6 | loveFMD.com

Colette because the latter sold an R-shirt
with the slogan “Ain’t Laurent without Yves”.

and if he does it is under the condition
that it be solely conducted by e-mail.

But despite the opinions of his critics
and having been continually subjected
to criticism throughout most of his
design career, criticism and polemic
somehow allowed him to simply go
straight to the point and propelled him
into stardom while also being something
that he is quite accustomed to. Reticent
and shy, Slimane carries a pared-down
approach to the presentation of himself
that applies also to the presentation of
his work. He is also notoriously press
shy and never one to talk readily about
himself (save only the comments to
reporters to rebut criticism that he was
being disrespectful when he dropped
the word “Yves” from the label), he has
remained somewhat elusive in his career.
Rarely does he consent to an interview

In his relatively brief life as a fashion
designer he has garnered reputation from
comparisons to Yves Saint Laurent when
he was just 28 and does not conform
to what designers have done prior at
fashion houses. At 47, Slimane bears a
striking resemblance to the young Yves
Saint Laurent but looks at least a decade
younger. Given the trajectory of his
work, in the truest sense, both designers
approach their work with the same intent
of dressing their peers. While Yves Saint
Laurent invented the idea to play with
elements or proportions of past decades
in his collections, in the same way Slimane
designs his collections and style‘s it on his
own simultaneously, so that the attitude
in the clothes can be the initial inspiration.

| THE
GENIUS
HEDI A
SLIMANE
RESEARCHINTRODUCING
| THE FINANCIAL
REALITIES
OFOF
BEING
MODEL
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One of the things that sets Slimane apart
from other designers is his vision, and that
everything he does represents his vision
so perfectly. He is one of the rare few designers that one could call a ‚Visionary‘
who‘s equally, if not more, comfortable
foraying the worlds of music, art and interior design. Then there is the perfection
of each individual garment, the almost
magnetic sense of desirability his clothes
inspire when you see them in a store. Karl
Lagerfeld of Chanel who indelibly lost 90
lbs. in weight in order that he could adopt
Slimane‘s new skinny silhouette, aptly
described the genius of Slimane saying,
„Hedi‘s attitude is right and what he does
and designs is about attitude. From his
generation, he expresses modernity better
than any other menswear designer. But he
is much more than a designer. He has an
eye for total modernity. Photography and
design are part of that. His vision is totally
now in the three different, but not so different, areas. And few designers have more
than a double vision of what is going on
and know how to translate it into designs
and images.“
While it is true that he has designed for
only two fashion houses, Saint Laurent
and Dior, Slimane has a stranglehold on
the fashion industry today with his shadow
still looming large over menswear. While
his design influence is still evident years
after his first Dior Homme collection, in the
past few years, his work has been subject
to interpretation and appropriation with
his clothes and his methods been copied
wholesale by many other designers. His
post fashion life has not gone unnoticed
and the multi-hyphenate has also reinvented himself as a photographer, producing
an array of strikingly intimate portraits that
has and are almost as popular as the fashion houses he‘s overhauled themselves.
Slimane is synonymous to being a rock
star more than almost anyone else in the
fashion world. It is often said that he has
transformed the male silhouette with a
deep affinity for Music that reverberates
through all of his work. His aesthetic is reminiscent of the punk scene with his role
in styling the likes of Mick Jagger and Jack
White, but at the same time less of the
rebellion of those times and more of the
music associated with it. And it’s not hard
to see why, given that he spent his Paris
childhood in the ‚70s and ‚80s worshiping
David Bowie and the Rolling Stones. The
8 | loveFMD.com

extent to which this transformation has
affected the general public and the bottom line of LVMH is debatable. Slimane’s
menswear lines have drawn on the sartorial style of various movements in rock music, chief among them the revival of British
guitar rock. In turn, the bands that inspired
Slimane ended up wearing his clothes:
(newer acts like Razorlight and Franz Ferdinand) while old-timers like Bowie and
Jagger have become friends as well as
clients.
As singular as his fashion design Slimane
also has an intimate, unscripted photographic style. His photo work rock portrait
photography in particular, often portrays
musicians at the fringes of fame or notoriety: up-and-coming artists whose bona
fides lie primarily in the independent
music scene. Artists like Amy Winehouse
and Pete Doherty achieved widespread
renown. Slimane attributes his longstanding fascination with androgyny in part to
the ambiguities in his first name (pronounced with a silent „h“ - Edi Sli-man), As a
student, the French-born, Italian-Tunisian
(born in Paris in 1968 to an Italian mother
and a Tunisian father,) took classes in photography and studied political science. He
grew up in the Buttes-Chaumont district.
His father, a retired accountant, had been
a boxer in Bordeaux (poids léger, of course), and he met Hedi’s mother, an Italian,
when she was working as a coat-check girl
in a club in Saint Germain des Près.
In his early teens, Slimane spent summer
vacations with an uncle (his mother’s
younger brother) who lived in Geneva
and had a great influence on him . It was
where he was first introduced to Fashion
and luxury within an artistic and bohemian environment. Slimane‘s mother also
had a significant influence. She worked
as a seamstress when she came from Italy
to Paris, in the early ‘60s. Her uncle was a
tailor, and her aunt taught her how to sew
and cut without pattern. She used to take
him around as a kid to buy fabrics. While
making clothes was something that always surrounded him young Slimane did
not care much for it, until he turned 16 and
started to feel the need to design his own
clothes.
Slimane was always interested in journalism in hopes of becoming a reporter and
photographer on international affairs. But
despite his attempts in political sciences

prep school, it never worked out and he ultimately, switched his focus to art history.
After high school, he studied art for three
years and then began helping friends on
fashion shoots and shows, as a freelance
art director and casting scout. In the early nineties, he spent a couple of penniless
but fond years in New York, going to night
clubs with Stephen Gan (who is now the
creative director of Harper’s Bazaar and
the editor of Visionaire).
After studying History of Art at the Ecole
du Louvre, One day, doing fittings for a friend’s fashion show, Slimane was noticed
by the LVMH fashion consultant and talent-trawler Jean-Jacques Picart, who on
a hunch hired him as his assistant. Slimane began working with Picart (responsible
for the success of Christian Lacroix, and
Christophe Girard) in 1992 on an exhibition that celebrated the centenary of Louis
Vuitton‘s iconic monogram. Having been
making his own clothes since the age of
16, he began there with small steps. Three
years later, Pierre Bergé, [the C.E.O. of Yves
Saint Laurent, and Saint Laurent’s longtime companion] heard about Slimane, too
and tapped him to be the menswear designer at Yves Saint Laurent, even though he
had very little experience or training. After
meeting Bergé he was hired and worked
on a little presentation of twenty looks
set in an 18th century French salon. It was
shown to only about five people, including Suzy Menkes, Carine Roitfeld, Hamish
Bowles, Jim Moore from GQ, and Le Figaro
editors.
After completing his work there in 1995 six
months later, the then 27-year-old Slimane was named menswear director at Yves
Saint Laurent in 1996, before being made
the men‘s artistic director the following
year. But as speedily as Slimane progressed in rebuilding the men‘s division into
an indispensable one he left YSL. It so
happened that in 1999, Saint Laurent was
sold to Gucci and Tom Ford who became
the creative director at Gucci, insisted that
Slimane report to him. But reporting to
Tom was not going to happen and while
Bergé objected to the arrangement, and
although Ford offered Slimane his own
line under the aegis of Gucci he resigned
just three years later (after presenting the
Black Tie collection for autumn/winter
2000-2001 in January 2000 - in which he
introduced his new skinny silhouette).
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When he left Y.S.L. in 2000, Slimane was
invited by Klaus Biesenbach, the Founding Director of Kunst-Werke (KW) Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin to
do a two-year residency at the KunstWerke Institute there. He declined the creative directorship at Jil Sander following
the founder‘s departure; and accepted a
role at the helm of Christian Dior‘s men‘s
line. When he went to Dior, the women’s
line (guided, since 1996, by John Galliano) was its strength; the men’s line consisted basically of ties and socks sold in
airport duty-free shops. Slimane redesigned the atelier, hired a new team, and
sought to apply some of the couture division’s verve and craftsmanship. In 2001,
he presented his first Dior collection, in
Paris, a day after Ford showed his first for
Y.S.L. When Saint Laurent himself, who
had skipped Ford’s show, not only attended Slimane’s but led a standing ovation enthusiastically from the front row.
In June 2001, Slimane headed up the
launch of Dior Homme‘s first fragrance under his creative control named Higher. He
designed the packaging and worked with
Richard Avedon on the advertising campaign to ensure all elements tallied with
his new vision for the Dior man. In 2002,
Slimane became the first menswear designer to be named the CFDA International
Designer of the year, presented by David
Bowie. He associated with musicians including Mick Jagger, Jack White, The Libertines, Franz Ferdinand and The Kills
creating outfits for them to wear on stage,
famously documenting British rock star
Pete Doherty and the Berlin club scene.
He also regularly commissioned young
bands, particularly new British groups,
to create original soundtracks for the
Dior Homme catwalk shows. At Slimane‘s
birthday party in July 2005 Pete Doherty and other British bands including The
Paddingtons and The Others performed.
After several years of expanding Dior’s
men’s wear, In 2007, Slimane asked for his
own label and was rebuked by Bernard
Arnault, the chairman of LVMH, for demanding too much control. Instead, he moved to Los Angeles to pursue his interest
in photography and burned bridges with
many of the people who had supported
him at the start of his career. Looking back,
in particular, the Dior years defined a very
specific moment in his and pop culture’s
history. In his own words Slimane concei-

ved ‚a First Reform project at Dior in 2000‘,
and called it “Dior Homme.” He found this
name to replace “Christian Dior Monsieur” which was a little old fashioned, and
built an aesthetic around it for seven years. When he left Dior there was much talk
suggesting that he wanted to start his own
label and possibly move into women’s
fashion. During his seven years at Dior
Homme, he revolutionized the most stolid
of all clothing categories, menswear, managed to instill a DNA in the brand that has
remained long after his departure in 2007.
Slimane is also renowned for casting his
runway shows and his ad campaigns
himself. He takes every aspect of them
lighting, casting, set design very seriously, but perhaps nothing, after the clothes
themselves, is as important to him as the
music. His runway shows are almost like
rock concerts, with dramatic staging and
songs that he commissions specifically for the occasion. Distinguished from
most other designers by his practice of
casting unknowns or non-professionals
for his shows he is motivated by discovery, searching for new music, unspoiled talents, and the excitement of youth.
Each of his runway shows has a distinct
mood, but his designs can also be said
to evolve from season to season rather
than representing a complete 180-degree
turn every six months. The representation
is identical and consistent regardless of
the season. In his words Slimane says he
always designed or thought of a photograph with someone specific in mind and
that he pursues the same character with
a specific energy, creativity, individuality.
He always looks for singular characters,
a sense of reality, mostly strong personalities, sometimes melancholy, or when it
comes to design, a certain personal style.
Soon after Dior, Slimane returned to an
interest he pursued while growing up,
Photography (his first love is actually photography though fashion followed shortly).
He reinvented himself as a photographer
and went on to shoot some of the most famous faces in contemporary culture: Amy
Winehouse, Lady Gaga, Brian Wilson,
Gisele Bundchen, Robert De Niro and
Kate Moss. Just like the strong vision he
carries with his clothes, Slimane brings
that same approach to photography. He
excels at both and remains consistent at
both. Leaving his signature on his collections and his photographs with his moo-

dy black-and-white hues and his skinny
fit design that revolutionized menswear.
And it’s not hard to see how he does it.
In 2011 Slimane’s name came
back into the public domain when
photographs
of
an
all-grown-up
Frances Bean Cobain, the daughter of
Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love became
an Internet sensation, in that same year
he published ‘Anthology of a Decade’;
a book in four volumes that acts as a diary of his photographic eye in black and
white Portraits. It documented, the past
ten years with a subtle and central focus,
the psychological space of young men
in the United States, Berlin, Russia and
the United Kingdom, respectively, the
four cities where he had spent most time.
In early 2012, Slimane was again linked
with Christian Dior and Yves Saint Laurent
both of whom were seeking a new creative director following the departures of
Galliano and Stefano Pilati, respectively.
In March 2012 Slimane succeeded Stefano Pilati at YSL. After being approached
by the Kering group, around November
2011, following his photography show
at the MOCA Museum in Los Angeles, Slimane formalized the new strategy and
handed it to them which ended up quite
precisely the project as we see it today.
Since his appointment, Slimane shook up
the YSL brand taking it back to its origins
and introducing a vision for Saint Laurent
that has been so divisive among critics
and retailers. Since his years at Dior, and
starting with the “Glam rock” collection in
2005, Slimane started to doubt coordination and the conceptual formalism he was
into for seven years. Slimane resumed his
idea of the interpretation of grunge at Saint
Laurent, starting with the men’s and women’s Grunge collections, balancing the
sense of hyperrealism at Saint Laurent with
the perspective of the couture to come.
First, as part of his makeover for
the label he changed the name
of Yves Saint Laurent to Saint
Laurent, using the same font and nomenclature that the label‘s eponymous founder first used when he launched his ready-to-wear line in 1966,
then called Saint Laurent Rive Gauche.
According to Slimane, the return to
the original name would help him to
recreate a legitimate and lost balance
9 | loveFMD.com
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between the Fashion and leather accessories, besides keeping women’s and men’s
fashion side by side. Those were the fundamentals that were needed to restore,
together with the progressive allure and
message of the Rive Gauche, which for him
was always the true spirit of Yves and Pierre. Then, for the fall 2013 campaign titled
„The Saint Laurent Music Project,“ Slimane went on to cast rock stars like Courtney
Love and Marilyn Manson to represent
what was once the most revered fashion
house in Paris, synonymous with Catherine Deneuve and Betty Catroux. The move
was met with new uproar, from spats with
critics. However, Love‘s inclusion seemed
inevitable, as critics across the board recognized her as the main inspiration for
Slimane‘s grunge-themed fall 2013 collection.
Stefano Pilati, who assumed the role
in 2004 for the most part, was critically
well-received. However, Slimane’s hiring
left all that behind and while giving complete creative control to a renowned perfectionist was an expensive move, Kering
surely anticipated that the investment in
Slimane would ultimately pay off. With a
predilection for silky blacks and whites,
silhouettes that marked their era, and
naturalness that emanates from images
his first collection designed for women
in spring 2013 re-imagined the Saint Laurent woman, harking back to late-sixties
and early-seventies and carried a vintage
allure. He also photographed and designed the cover of Lady Gaga’s The Fame
Monster, launched a “permanent collection” that served as a baseline for Saint Laurent’s aesthetic and personally redesigned
all the major Saint Laurent shops to capture the sensibility and aesthetic of distinct, cool and elegant layouts.
With a large social media following and a
highly regarded photography site, Slimane
spent the past three years restoring and
redecorating the 17th-century Hotel de
Senecterre along Rue de l’Universite. Built
in 1685 by Thomas Gobert the building
planner of Louis XIV the 2,100 sq. m site has
a „geometric garden“ and interiors which
are adorned with furniture and art handpicked by Slimane from his private collection. Spread across three floors it houses
Slimane‘s ateliers, with the space split into
three categories: Salon Couture, Atelier
Flou (for dressmaking) and Atelier Tailleur
(for tailoring). Having recomposed the

traditional Couture Ateliers of the House,
Slimane oversees the whole tailor-made
production and will determine which of
the pieces will carry the ateliers handsewn
couture label ‚Yves Saint Laurent‘ (Note
the return of the “Yves,” which was dropped from the ready-to-wear line under
Slimane’s direction in 2012). The couture
pieces may be womenswear or menswear,
a tuxedo or an evening dress, daywear or
eveningwear and will only be available to
close friends of the house.
In a statement, Saint Laurent revealed
that not just any rich person can have a
YSL Couture garment but only people Slimane approves can have one with the Ateliers producing commissioned handmade
pieces for stars and musicians. The ‚Yves
Saint Laurent‘ private atelier label will be
made of ivory silk satin and is numbered by piece and a strict record of all the
couture pieces will be kept in a gold monogram book. Slimane also shot a blackand-white ad campaign to feature the
new haute couture pieces with the brand’s
new mansion as the background featuring
long, slinky, strapless black gowns with a
fan of pleats at the throat and tuxedo suiting. Instead of showcasing the collection
on the couture schedule it will be highlighted in a black-and-white ad campaign set
to appear in magazines this month.
YSL‘s couture resurgence is a bold move
and is in the very DNA of the house founded by Saint Laurent. It‘s an attempt to
reinstate the made-to-measure business
and one that Slimane always envisioned.
By reserving the YSL branding it makes for
a potential return with its originally abandoned “Yves” for the couture business and
fulfills the brand’s DNA that has been missing since its namesake founder retired in
2002. Given its upward ambit having doubled its revenue over the past three years
and with Brands making bespoke garments for celebrity clients part of their business (similar to what Ricardo Tisci does
for Givenchy), the fashion powerhouse‘s
decision to produce artisanal collections
that are even more exclusive than typical
couture redefines exclusivity and is as sure
napalm for success by becoming the next
big thing in the world of high fashion couture.

Slimane has completely shaken up the
fashion industry with his quest to bring
an extraordinary level of authenticity to
his clothes. His tenure at Saint Laurent
has been a complete success in terms of
sales, influence, and acclaim. In the stores, Slimane’s Saint Laurent has undeniable hanger appeal. His highly personal,
idiosyncratic flourishes have added up to
booming sales. His supporters have hailed
the way he has brought a revitalized allure
and skyrocketing growth (revenues have
doubled during his tenure and sales were
up 27% for the second quarter of 2015) to
the famous Paris fashion house. He has
doubled the house‘s turnover and sales
show no sign of abating. It’s a rebranding
success story. At least, as far as retail goes.
Change is the essence of fashion, and by
redefining exclusivity Slimane is bringing
back a breed of true couture clients that
reassert the core values just as it was in
the late designer‘s heyday, a fitting tribute
from Slimane to Yves. The power of Slimane‘s fashion is in his youthful rock ‚n‘ roll
aesthetic and modernization of the brand.
With an eye for detail his track record is
impeccable thus far that upholds his standing as one of the most exalted menswear
designers in the world. Slimane has successfully established his personal vision
within the confines of the fashion world,
becoming a celebrated fashion designer
and he is here to stay.

It’s no exaggeration to say that, in three
and a half years since he took over as the
creative director of Yves Saint Laurent,
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SMART Rebel With A Cause:
RENZO Rosso & HIs
Provocation To Success
by Iva Mirbach

For more than two decades, Diesel has
been undeniably one of the most popular
denim brands in the world as well as the
first company to bring the concept of “premium denim“ to the masses, leading to
massive success in the ‘80s and ‘90s. With
over 5,000 distribution offices, 15 lines, 12
licenses, 19 subsidiaries, 400 stand-alone
stores across 80 different countries, 7,500
employees and generating $1.6 billion in
sales each year, the success of the brand is
directly linked with the story of Italian fashion entrepreneur Renzo Rosso. Through a
holding company called OTB (OTB stands
for Only the Brave, which Rosso says is
his motto), Rosso spent the last decade snapping up majority stakes in small,
prestigious fashion houses all across Europe: Paris-based Maison Martin Margiela,
Amsterdam’s Viktor & Rolf and, Milanese
label Marni. The company is increasingly
referred to as an Italian LVMH, but unlike
the French conglomerate, which is publicly traded, OTB is owned entirely by Rosso and his family.
Rosso who recently celebrated his 60th
birthday, was the son of farming parents
from Brugine, he loved fashion and at the
age of 15, he himself designed a pair of
low-waist bell-bottomed jeans using his
mother’s Singer sewing machine. Long before he established the Diesel brand, Rosso’s first business venture was at the age of
10, which started with a rabbit, which he
got from a classmate. Rosso bought some
12 | loveFMD.com

chicken wire and plastic bottles and soon,
he was in business as a rabbit breeder,
selling the animals to neighbours. Later
he attended Marconi Technical Institute
in Padua, graduating in industrial textile
manufacturing. He also pursued economics at the University of Venice but dropped out and took up a job as a production
manager for a local clothing manufacturer
Moltex that would produce trousers for
different Italian clothing labels and hence,
he worked for Adriano Goldschmied, “the
pioneer of Italian casual wear”, with whom
he founded the company Diesel in 1978.
Ever since the beginning, Rosso believed
in addressing the world with one product and one language, and that it was
possible to create an amazing company
focused on denim. One of his first steps
was building a solid and vast distribution
platform stretching across all 5 continents
to address people across the world in one
common language and product. Rosso
had a disdain for political correctness and
an image that established the brand as a
“lifestyle.” Backed by controversial advertising, he set out to develop a new way of
creating fashion by establishing an international platform through which he could
distribute his product.
Rosso’s good business sense told him that
his brand needed to grow to accommodate all clients, especially those with deep
pockets, and to sell the view that the wor-

ld is a “single, broader-less macro-culture”.
The company created one product and
communicated it in English since it was
important that the name they choose for
the brand was pronounced the same in
every language and all around the world. The name “Diesel” came from Rosso’s
vision to create a “single global market
segmented not along national borders
but along age and lifestyle lines”. At that
time, Diesel was also considered an “alternative energy”, so the word stood for
an alternative taste in fashion. Rosso gave
his designers the mandate to ignore what
the rest of the world‘s fashion community
was doing and instead create clothing to
reflect their own. A wise decision.
In 1985, after Rosso took over the complete control by buying out the other partners
for $500,000, the company began a period
of remarkable growth and expansion. One
of the brand’s main secrets for success was
Rosso’s innovative unique international
marketing strategy and the non-traditional route of advertising. Starting in 1991,
the brand engaged in an international
marketing campaign that was pioneering
and represented a hallmark in the company’s history. At that time, Maurizio Marchiori, the newly-appointed advertising
director, developed a global advertising
campaign in-house with the help of DDB
Paradiset, a Swedish advertising agency.
The marketing strategy incorporated creative methods for advertising their brand.
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The brands’ first campaign “Diesel for Successful Living” released in 1992 and was
inspired by the “products make better
living” theme which was popular among
advertisers in the ‘50s. The campaign
made a mockery of American advertising,
which promised to improve one’s life.
Diesel’s vision of consumer paradise was
to be interpreted ironically; the standard
promise of “success” was exaggerated,
made absurd, and even mocked. Serious
themes seemed to be lurking everywhere
in the adverts, but were undercut by a final
admission that it was all just a joke. An example of the Diesel campaign was a print
ad featuring a teenager with a gun and
the tagline: ‚If they never learn to blast the

brains out of their neighbours what kind of
damn FUTURE has this COUNTRY of ours
got?‘. Diesel was also one of the first firms
present on the Internet when it opened its
website (www.diesel.com) in 1995, with
the aim of informing about the company’s
latest news and products, as well as the intention to construct a web of Diesel-related activities such as music events, cultural
performances, art, night clubs and gyms.
The company catapulted to fame facing a
remarkable growth and Rosso opened its
first 14,000- square-foot flagship store in
Lexington Avenue, New York City in 1996.
The following year saw a second store,
opened in London‘s Covent Garden. The

company quickly built up its retail operations, topping 25 stores by 1998. At the
Cannes Film Festival in 1998, the brand
won many advertising industry awards
including ‘Advertiser of the Year’ for the
same campaign. Eurobest also bestowed it the Top Award Prize in 1994, Grand
Prix in 1995 and 1996, Gold from 1995 to
1997, and 2001. All these prizes lauded
the involvement of the brand with controversial topics, as well as its particular
and “against the social rules” way of advertising. By the end of 2000, the company
operated more than 120 company-owned
or franchised Diesel stores in 80 countries.
In 2001, the third New York store opened
and by the year 2002, Rosso celebrated
$100 million of sales and by 2003, the
number of worldwide stores reached 203,
bringing Diesel and Rosso to the attention of the world‘s business community.
Over the years, Diesel’s campaigns became well known for its unorthodox strategy
and quickly helped the company develop
a reputation for their offbeat approach to
advertising. The company found ground
with a way to comment on issues of society in a somewhat comical manner
and integrated this with fashion and their
products. Their ads made one reconsider
common life situations and it appeared
like they were trying to make ordinary life
more interesting and more dramatic. Diesel’s Spring/Summer 2008 campaign had
the motto “Live Fast” which imparted the
message that people are busy these days
and things are changing very fast. In the
ad, Diesel shot interesting photos with
every person in different situations who
were in hurry in each shot. Their dynamic
motion and movements along with the
music, made the ad more lifelike. These
ads spoke to the fast-paced nature of the
world and brought whole new meaning
to the phrase “killing two birds with one
stone”. By asking how “Live Fast” is related to fashion, Diesel appealed their brand
to people by presenting their product in
a way that if people are keeping up with
Diesel, they are following the right direction in this “Fast” world. It could be said
that Diesel tied to appeal to those who
don’t want to waste a lot of time on fashion. The interpretation behind this ad was
also that one didn’t have to waste time in
choosing clothes if they somehow wanted
to look trendy. Just wear the brand, Diesel.
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Another ground-breaking campaign by
Diesel was its so called “Global Warming
Ready Ad Campaign” back in 2007. Consistent with its tradition of generating attention and provoking discussion of serious societal issues with a tongue-in-cheek
ironic voice, the ad carried the motto that
if someone wears Diesel clothes and products, they don‘t have to worry about life
all together, including global warming.
One of these images showed masses of
parrots on the San Marco place in Venice.
Perhaps Diesel wanted to tell people through this kind of exposure that someday
we will also become like the birds, floating
around the world to find a better place to
live due to the global warming. The shocking effects of global warming are not
immediately noticeable but are subtly revealed through details in the ads depicting
ordinary scenes in a surreal, post-global
warming world. The connection between
the global warming problems and fashion
may be the fact that the raw materials are
traveling up to four times around the globe till they become the final product we
are buying in the shops.
Diesel’s 2010 “Be Stupid” campaign
couldn’t be simpler. Conceived by Anomaly London, the campaign explored a wide
range of stupid behaviours. “Smart may
have the brains, but stupid has the balls,”
said one of them. Something that may
have sounded stupid turned out to be a
smart idea, however the campaign came
under scrutiny for seeming to encourage
risky behaviour. In one spread, a model
stands in the middle of a busy street with
a traffic cone on her head, obscuring her
vision as a car zooms toward her. In another, a woman on safari, clad only in a tiny
bikini, casually adjusts her camera while a
hungry lion approaches her from behind.
The campaign claim asserted that the
customer would be happier if they behaved in ways that are considered stupid by
more conformist others. By acting stupid,
they would assert their own singularity
amongst their peers, a singularity Diesel
decided to turn into a social value (by
committing to it). Therefore, by wearing
Diesel clothing, the customer joined the
self-aware of stupid’s superiority community and would be likely identified by its
members as one of them.
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But as ironic and tacky as their campaigns were, by the 2000s, however, Diesel
began to fall out of favour with younger
consumers as purveyors of high-end denim crowded the market. Diesel’s advertising often caused resentment among the
general public and triggered a response
from public authorities. In 2013, Diesel underwent a creative rebuilding when it appointed Nicola Formichetti (the stylist who
helped transform Lady Gaga into a global
phenomenon) as its new artistic director.
Rosso first encountered Formichetti in
March 2012 in Tokyo, when Formichetti
was the creative director of Thierry Mugler. Formichetti’s marketing vision was on
display with the launch of new marketing
initiatives when the #DieselReboot campaign featured no models but up-and-coming young creatives instead. The creative
collective included graffiti artists, dancers
and actors found on Tumblr and other social media by Formichetti himself.
Formichetti‘s aesthetic was realised in
the autumn/winter 2014 collection when
Diesel created an Alphabet of Dance to
promote its flexible new Jogg jeans collection. The fun and informative A-to-Z of
dance video featured all manner of talented dancers sporting the flexible jersey-denim hybrid line. Each letter represented a
different dance, ranging from grand jetés
to Indian Bhangra to twerking. Likewise
for its #DieselHigh campaign shot by photographer Nick Knight, the concept was a
very simple: a group of boys and girls just
having fun and laughing. According to Formichetti, he wanted to have people smiling because you never see people smiling
anymore in campaigns.
For its Fall/Winter 2015 campaign, Diesel once again went the non-traditional
route with a campaign named “Fashion
DE:CODED by Diesel” that is relatively unusual in the fashion industry and creates
social commentary. Diesel has long been
using its campaign as a social commentary, grasping the spirit of the times and
giving its own original interpretation. In
today’s world, thanks to the digital revolution, everybody has a direct approach to
reality and the tools to decode it. Rebellious and daring, it built on the brand DNA.
Using a self-aware approach it starred models Sang Woo Kim and David Flinn and
featured military-inspired outfits with the
taglines “no military experience required,”
while another one says “this is where we

#NicolaFormichetti

tell you to wear.” The collection celebrates the known authentic essentials of the
brand, but filtered through a fresh and modern perspective. Military and rock – the
brand’s signature themes – are reinterpreted with a light-hearted personal style. The
free-spirited, effortless mood is enhanced
by pops of colors and vibrant graphics,
while hand-painted details, intricate beading and mixed textures put the accent
on craftsmanship and high-end quality –
these are epitomized by the new timeless
collection.
Diesel has a history of going against the
grain and in the 37 years since its inception, the company has evolved from a jeans
specialist to a multi-billion dollar lifestyle
brand. By poking fun at such classic advertising conventions as Levi‘s and cowboys
or Benetton and formula one racing, the
brand continues to raise eyebrows today
and is a brand for rebels. Diesel advertising
campaigns have been artistic, vibrant and
sexy, but they are also clearly differentiated by their mix of social and political

leitmotifs, complexity and radical irony
with a touch of black humour. While often
confusing, intriguing and not only visually shocking, they required smartness and
involvement to be deciphered. As a result,
they clearly established Diesel as a counterpoint to established standards and institutions.
As it enters a new decade, Diesel continues to be one of the world’s most innovative brands that explores endless possibilities of creativity and technology. With
an emphasis on its costumers Diesel has
undergone a creative rebranding to appeal more the grown-up and premium
costumers”. By turning its backs on the
style-dictators and consumer forecasters
of the fashion establishment and letting
their own tastes lead them, Rosso and Diesel continue to remain relevant as a premium international brand, even today and
its success ultimately lies in its philosophy
of a borderless globe and a singular visual
language.
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STEFAN
IMIELSKI
The Photographer Who Is Switching Between Simple, Glamorous
And High Fashion
by Dijana Zeravica

Stefan Imielski was born and raised in
Munich, Germany. After finishing high
school, he started his fashion career as
a model. Modeling remained a big part
of his life for more than 20 years. During
this time, he was able to establish a
network with distinguished, international
photographers. Working in the fashion
industry induced Imielski´s interest in
photography, so he finished the work in
front of the camera in 2011 and changed
his workplace to the work behind of it.
Imielski´s photography is characterized
by a mixture of fashion and nudity and
he knows how to switch between simple,

glamorous and high fashion photography.
This seems to be one of his factors of
success.
In the last four years of working as a
photographer, Imielski rapidly made
a name for himself and is now in great
demand. Working with well-known
fashion stylists and models reflects in
his photography and enables him to
be featured in famous international
magazines like Elle, Bazaar, Madame
Figaro and many others.
His latest feather in his cap was shooting
with Bar Refaeli for the GQ Germany and

creating an Elle cover with Ana Beatriz
Barros.
The life of a photographer calls for
flexibility and wanderlust, it’s a life on the
move, thus it is good that Stefan thinks: “I
like to be creative, meet new people and
travel to the nicest places in the world“.
Imielski is on a good way to become
a valuable and influential fashion and
portrait photographer of our time.
We are very pleased to have had the
opportunity to interview Stefan and get a
closer insight into his life and work.

„Photographers have a lot of power, I think.”
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„Don‘t believe everything that people promise you and be
disciplined. It‘s a very nice job, but also very hard.”

Dear Stefan, can you tell us about your
biography and how you got started in
photography?
My name is Stefan Imielski and I am born
in Munich, where I still live. After finishing
my high school, I was working in the
fashion industry for more than 20 years
as a model. So I was in contact with the
best photographers and gained a lot of
experience. I was always very interested
in photography, but I never wanted to
mix modelling and photography. In 2011,
I decided to stop modelling and set my
focus on photography only.
How would you describe your personal
photography style?
I like a mixture of fashion and nudity. It
can be simple, but also glamorous and
high fashion.
We know it’s not easy to name favorite
models, but if you could select three
models for a shooting, who would it
be?
I would like to work with Cara Delevigne,
because I think, she is also a funny person
and with Rosie Huntington and Edita
Vilkeviciute.
What are the bad sides of the fashion
industry?
I think in every industry, you have bad
sides, but I can’t say something special.
If you could give an advice for New
Faces and rising models, what would
it be?
Don’t believe everything that people
promise you and be disciplined. It’s a very
nice job, but also very hard.
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Do you remember what your first
camera was?
Yes, it was an analogue Canon A-1
Out of all the places your career
has taken you, where was the most
memorable?
Marrakech, it’s a different world. The
culture and how the people live was
exciting. And also the working conditions
are very different to Europe. It is not
always easy to shoot in a muslin country.
What’s the thing you like the most
about being a photographer? And the
least?
I like to be creative, meet new people and
travel to the nicest places in the world.
How has your style evolved in the last
years?
I work now with the best models in the
world like Ana Beatriz Barros or Bar
Rafaeli. For such productions, you have of
course a very good team. So also my style
becomes more high fashion and high
quality.
Where do you look for new ideas and
inspirations?
I always check the latest works from the
best people in the fashion industry. It’s
very easy, because you find everything on
the internet. It’s a good inspiration and an
easy way.
On an emotional level, what can
photography make you feel?
Passion, sadness, happiness, sexiness.
What is the power of photography?
To show models in a beautiful way. You

can make someone to a star overnight, if
you want. So this can change the whole
life of some models. Photographers have
a lot of power I think.
Do you remember an almost impossible
shoot to produce?
I had to make a shooting for a television
show in the mountains. It was raining,
snowing and minus 10 degrees. And
the concept was that the models are in
underwear in front of the mountains.
But at the end, it looked very mystic and
spectacular. So nothing is impossible. You
just have to make the best out of every
situation.
Describe the conflict to do with
commercial versus artistic fashion
photography:
Smiling commercial models are totally
different. They should show the intact
nice world. Everything is fine and the
client should be animated to buy the
products. Fashion is totally different.
There are no rules... ALL is fashion, it’s just
a point of view.
What’s the process in the making of an
editorial? From when you are chosen
as the photographer to when it’s
published …
First you have a magazine which wants to
produce a new editorial. Sometimes they
make a concept for you and sometimes
the photographer can be creative and
suggest a concept to the magazine.
Then you make a casting to find the right
model. After the shooting, you retouch the
pictures and send them to the magazine.
Then you have to wait until the new issue
comes out.
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How would you build a relationship with
the subjects you are photographing?
I first think about the subject. Then I try to
find the right model, which fits the subject
and then I try to combine both things.
What do you like to shoot on you down
time?
Selfies with some friends or models. I
don’t do a lot of photos in my down time.

Do you get involved in the styling?
I do my work and the styling guys do
their work. But at the end, I say, whether
I like it or not. So I am a bit involved. But
normally, the guys know what they are
doing.
Who was your first artistic influence?
My father. He bought me a camera and I
started to make pictures and movies.

What do you prefer: film or digital?
digital

Who are your heroes in real life?
My parents.

What role does retouching play in your
work?
Some pictures are very important to be
retouched, because you can make the
pictures more spectacular. Some pictures
should stay 100% neutral. I am not a
friend of over retouched pictures. It kills
everything.

Are you looking for little moments,
or are you searching for something
bigger?
Well, I think, if you search for big moments,
they are not easy to find. Sometimes you
must have luck and be at the right place
at the right time…

How do you think technology –
tweeting, blogging, social media, etc.
– has affected fashion? For better or
worse?
Definitely better. It’s so easy to see the
work from everybody and this is nice. Also
to communicate makes everything easier.

Where do you see your career headed?
It’s difficult to say, but I try to shoot with
the best models for the best magazines. I
already shoot for ELLE, MADAME FIGARO,
GQ, HARPER’S BAZAAR, with Ana Beatriz
Barros, Bar Rafaeli and some other top
models.

Thank you Stefan for this great
interview!

Is there anyone you would like to work
with? What kind of project would you
like to make in the future?
I would like to work with all Victoria
Secrets Angels and make a nice black
and white photo-book in a very romantic
location.

FMD – „It‘s very informative and you can find there all
good models and great photographers.”
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Hotel
sans souci Vienna
A unique balance between Charisma and Luxury
by Klaudia Ciszonek

Take a step back in time, exploring the
cultural heart of Vienna while staying in a
luxury hotel that offers a flair of exclusivity.
There are few cities in the world that have
been able to preserve its past like Wien. With
history abounding on every street corner
with beautifully maintained architecture
Wien has become a vibrant, cosmopolitan
destination, tempting travellers around the
world to experience its rich culture, boutique
shopping and arguably one of the best
culinary scenes in Austria. No hotel in Wien
better represents the city’s unique balance
between historic charm and modern luxury
than the Sans Souci Hotel.
Situated in one of the most romantic and
vibrant cities in the world, the Hotel Sans
Souci Wien evokes the feeling of grandness
with Sixty-three rooms and suites, that are
individually designed with subtle luxury and
entice the guest into a comfortable stay in
a relaxed atmosphere. The charming spirit
that is characteristic to the Sans Souci, also
gives that special touch making the Sans
Souci Wien luxury hotel the perfect retreat in
the heart of Vienna.
Established in a historical building erected
in 1872, the Sans Souci has a great history.
Originally it was the location of “Zum
großen Zeisig“, the inn that served Johann
Straus for the 1858 premiere of his “TritschTratsch-Polka”. Named Hotel Höller, the
establishment was in continuous operation
from 1873 to 1953, until it was interrupted
for a short occupation by the US army after
World War II.
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The hotel underwent a massive facelift in
August 2010, when the Sans Souci Group
acquired the establishment. Planned and
realised by the London Design Studio yoo,
the creative team surrounding the worldwide
renowned designer Philippe Starck and
the visionary property developer John
Hitchcox, renovations began in October of
that year. Because of its historic origination,
the construction work was carried out with
special care, ensuring that the original
substance was preserved to maintain the
special character and to create the flair
of exclusive living. Every living space was
individually designed and complemented
with eclectic furniture, to carry an enchanting
look that can be noticed in the generously
spaced rooms and suites of light colours.
Surrounded by the city’s historic buildings,
museums, theatres, and a lively restaurant
and bar scene, the hotel is ideally poised
near the MuseumsQuartier, one of the
world’s biggest artistic quarters. Not far off
are the trendy quaint designer stores of the
7th district and Mariahilferstraße, Vienna’s
largest shopping mile, as well as the noble
luxury boutiques of the 1st district. Located
conveniently within strolling distance the
neighbouring sights makes Sans Souci the
perfect place for guests to experience the
unrivalled charm of Wien in a setting unlike
any other.
The staff of Sans Souci are dedicated
to indulging its guests with the finest in
Viennese hospitality. Guests can enjoy the
hotel’s full-service of the best cuisine at “La
Véranda” restaurant, and cocktails at „Le

Bar“, the hotel’s own cocktail bar, to „Le
Salon“ the generously designed Spa Club.
The culinary team present a menu that is
a unique balance of authentic, creative à
la carte dishes cooked with passion and
attention to detail. In addition to classical
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, long
drinks and cocktails an exquisite selection of
different champagnes are served.
The unparalleled culinary experience is
accompanied by the sight of local fine art
through its collection of modern art with
original paintings by Roy Lichtenstein, Allen
Jones and Steve Kaufman. Buffet breakfast,
wireless Internet, as wells as rooms that
are equipped for people with disabilities
complete the exclusive living experience.
„We are the Viennese interpretation of
international boutique hotels,“ says CEO
Norbert Mayer angle, and with obvious pride.
Hotel Sans Souci aims to create a warm,
welcoming environment, where guests feel
at home through its breath-taking blend of
art, design, casual savoir vivre and restrained
luxury.
If a visit to Vienna is on your horizon, check in
to Hotel Sans Souci Wien.
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LINGERIE
Bird Is The Word by Stefano Brunesci
Who’s Gonna Ride Your Wild Horses by
Wolf Steiner
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Bird
is the Word

PHOTOGRAPHER STEFANO BRUNESCI FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH MAKE-UP STYLIST ANNA SCHWENDNER
HAIR STYLIST CHRISTINA WANDL MODEL MARIA N @ EXIT MODEL MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTION FMD

cat-suit

MAISON CLOSE
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body & tights
WOLFORD

Opposite page:
dress
WOLFORD

shoes

STUART WEITZMAN
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bra, briefs & suspenders
DITA VON TEESE

shoes

JIMMY CHOO
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bra, briefs & suspenders
PLEASURE STATE

shoes

GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI
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bra, briefs & suspenders
PLEASURE STATE

bootee

STUART WEITZMAN
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bra

PLEASURE STATE
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cat-suit

MAISON CLOSE
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body & tights
WOLFORD

shoes

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
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bra, briefs & suspenders

PLEASURE STATE

stockings

WOLFORD

shoes

YSL
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bra & panties
WOLFORD
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T he End

shoes

JIMMY CHOO
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WHO'S GONNA RIDE
YOUR WILD HORSES

PHOTOGRAPHER WOLF STEINER FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH MAKE-UP STYLIST ANITA MARIA SPRINGER
HAIR STYLIST EMIN AKAN
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST CHRISTINA WANDL MODEL WENDY @ FOCUS MODEL MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTION FMD

bra

MYLA

vest

DIESEL
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This page:
dress

EMILIO PUCCI

Opposite page:
bra
MYLA
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bra & briefs

MYLA

pumps

STUART WEITZMAN
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This page:
bra, panties, suspender
MYLA

jacket

DIESEL

Opposite page:
bra, panties, suspender
MYLA
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bra, panties, suspender
MYLA
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This page:
bra
MYLA

overalls & hat
DIESEL

Opposite page:
bra, panties, suspender
MYLA

pumps

STUART WEITZMAN
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Innocence by Hannes Waldow
Midnight Hour by Carlos Khu
The Magic Of Badrutt’s by Marie-Louise
Cadosch
Fashion As Seen By Vice by Dimitri Burtsev
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INNOCENCE
PHOTOGRAPHER HANNES WALDOW FASHION EDITOR DIJANA ZERAVICA
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST YVONNE WENGLER MODEL TAKO NATSVLISHLIVI
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body

WOLFORD

tulle top

DANNY REINKE

leather belt
0770

boots

INTRAMONTABILE
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This & opposite page:
jacket
STEINROHNER

dress

BELIÉR

socks

FALKE

shoes

ZARA

earcuff & watch
SWAROVSKI
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This page:
fur jacket
SLY 010

shaping dress
WOLFORD

skirt

STYLIST OWN

bag

BENEDETTA BRUZZICHES

boots

INTRAMONTABLE

Opposite page:
jacket
JIJIL

dress

GUIDO MARIA KRETSCHMER

neck piece

0770

bracelet

LOLA & GRACE
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A REGOLA D‘ARTE
FASHION| INNOCENCE

This & opposite page:
jacket
BELIÉR

overalls
ZARA

bra

0770

socks

FALKE

shoes

ZARA

bracelet

THE RUBZ
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FASHION| INNOCENCE
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FASHION| INNOCENCE

body

WOLFORD

tulle top

DANNY REINKE

leather belt
0770

sunglasses

ANDERNE
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FASHION| INNOCENCE
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FASHION| INNOCENCE
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FASHION| INNOCENCE

This & opposite page:
dress

VALENTINE GAUTHIER

sweater
MAVI

crocheted top

FOREVER 21

clutch

BENEDETTA BRUZZICHES

socks

FALKE

shoes

INTRAMONTABILE

watch

CASIO SHEEN
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FASHION| INNOCENCE
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FASHION| INNOCENCE

dress

DANNY REINKE

top

FOREVER 21

socks

FALKE

shoes

ZARA

bracelet

LOLA & GRACE
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR

Midnigh
PHOTOGRAPHER CARLOS KHU

82 | loveFMD.com

FASHION EDITOR JESUS RIOS MAKE-UP
CLOTHING AND ACCES

FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR

ht Hour

& HAIR STYLIST MELIN LOK
SSORIES ANDY BANDY

MODEL NATALIA KUCINSKA @ WU MODELS
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| MIDNIGHT HOUR
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

THE MAGIC OF
BADRUTT‘S
PHOTOGRAPHER MARIE-LOUISE CADOSCH ART DIRECTOR & COORDINATOR JACQUELINE PENZA CREATIVE DIRECTOR IVA MIRBACH
FASHION STYLIST DIJANA ZERAVICA MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST SINEM YAVSANER MODEL BIANCA GUBSER
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

lynx fur coat

DE NICOLA

necklace, earrings, ring & watch
CHOPARD
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

This page:
fox fur vest

DE NICOLA

bra & slip

PLEASURE STATE

handbag & shoes
THE NAB

Opposite page:
chinchilla fur coat
DE NICOLA

bra

PLEASURE STATE

trousers

STUDIOWINKLER

shoes

THE NAB
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

96 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

This page:
sable coat

DE NICOLA

bra

LA PERLA - MADE TO MEASURE

collier, earrings & ring
CHOPARD

Opposite page:
chinchilla fur jacket & phyton cluch
DE NICOLA

bra,slip & suspenders
DITA VON TEESE

shoes

THE NAB
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

98 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

chinchilla jacket

DE NICOLA

bra

LA PERLA

necklace, rings & watch
CHOPARD
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

This page:
sable coat

DE NICOLA

bra

LA PERLA - MADE TO MEASURE

collier, earrings & ring
CHOPARD

Opposite page:
fox stole
DE NICOLA

jacket & trousers
LA PERLA

handbag, collier, earrings, rings & watch
CHOPARD
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FASHION| THE MAGIC OF BADRUTT‘S

101 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

FASHION
AS SEEN BY
VICE
PHOTOGRAPHER DIMITRI BURTSEV
FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH CREATIVE DIRECTOR MARKUS LUST FOR VICE
MAKE-UP STYLIST ANNA SCHWENDNER HAIR STYLIST PATRIK PRINZ STYLE ASSISTANT SIMONE WRESSNIGG
PRODUCER FMD / FEM Intermedia
MODELS ANTONIA @ FLAIR MODEL MGMT, ALISA,ANA-SOFIA, SARAH & VERENA @ TEMPO MODEL MGMT, ROBERT &
TOMAS @ EXIT MODEL MGMT
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

103 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Verena wears
bra
DIESEL

Sarah wears
cardigan

AMERICAN APPAREL

Robert wears
underpants
DIESEL
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

106 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Verena wears
t-shirt
MESHIT

jeans

AMERICAN APPAREL

bracelets

LOLA & GRACE
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Antonia wears
sweater

AMERICAN APPAREL

jeans & shoes
DIESEL

Verena wears
dress

HILFIGER DENIM

Tomas wears
jacket

HILFIGER DENIM

shorts

DIESEL
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

110 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Ana-Sofia wears
sweater

HILFIGER DENIM

necklace

LOLA & GRACE
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

112 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

113 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

114 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Verena wears
dress

HILFIGER DENIM
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

116 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Alisa wears
dress
DIESEL
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

118 | loveFMD.com

FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

This page:
Ana-Sofia wears
dress

TOMMY HILFIGER

Opposite page:
Verena wears
coat, pullover, jeans & shoes
DIESEL
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE
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FASHION| AS SEEN BY VICE

Verena wears
t-shirt & jacket

HILFIGER DENIM
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BEAUTY
Beauty Radiation by Dimitri Burtsev
Tender Glace by Reist Buehler
Embrace by Daniela Glunz
122 | loveFMD.com

124
132
140

beauty

123 | loveFMD.com

BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION

BEAUTY RA

PHOTOGRAPHER DIMITRI BURTSEV FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH
MODELS RADKA S @ EXIT MODEL MANAGEM

124 | loveFMD.com

BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION

ADIATION

MAKE-UP STYLIST ANNA SCHWENDNER HAIR STYLIST EMIN AKAN
MENT & BIBI @ FLAIR MODEL MANAGEMENT
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BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION
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BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION

127 | loveFMD.com

BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION

128 | loveFMD.com

BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION
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BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION
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BEAUTY | BEAUTY RADIATION

131 | loveFMD.com

BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE

TENDER
PHOTOGRAPHER REIST BUEHLER

132 | loveFMD.com

MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST SINEM

BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE

R GLACE

M YAVSANER MODEL ELLA R @ SCOUT MANAGEMENT ZURICH
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BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE
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BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE
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BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE
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BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE
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BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE
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BEAUTY | TENDER GLACE
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE

EMBR
PHOTOGRAPHER DANIELA GLUNZ

FASHION EDITOR DIJAN

MODEL MARINA CEBO
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE

necklace

SWAROVSKI

RACE

NA ZERAVICA

MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST CAROLINE TORBAHN

OTARI @ MODELWERK
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE

This page:
bracelet

SWAROVSKI

Opposite page:
necklace
SWAROVSKI
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE

This & opposite page:
necklace
SWAROVSKI
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE

This page:
ring

SWAROVSKI

Opposite page:
ring
SWAROVSKI

bracelets

LOLA & GRACE
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BEAUTY | EMBRACE

148 | loveFMD.com

BEAUTY | EMBRACE

This page:
necklace

LOLA & GRACE

Opposite page:
necklace

ZOFIE ANGELIC COUTURE
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